Abstract-This paper proposes a framed-based extended MIDI-pitch detection algorithm based on variable sampling technology. Symbols P--, P-, P+ and P++ are used to present four different logarithmic frequencies around the MIDI pitch P (integer) within 100 cents interval and called as extended MIDI-pitch to enhance the expression resolution of MIDI pitch of a signal frame. Experiment shows that the algorithm has a good raw pitch accuracy rate and less computation complexity o(nlog2n).
INTRODUCTION
Since the 1970s, some scholars have been engaged in research on the singing transcription system and have made certain achievements. Singing transcription can be performed at different levels: low-level description (fundamental frequency and energy of signal frame) and higher structure levels (note segmentation, tonality analysis and estimation of note pitch) [1] .
The extraction method of fundamental frequency of the singing signals can be divided into the time domain method [2] - [4] , frequency domain method [5] - [12] and time-frequency combination method [13] - [15] . The present technology regarding extraction of the fundamental frequency of signal frame can basically satisfy the high-level analysis demand. The YIN algorithm [2] put forward by Chevegigne makes improvements in the cumulative average normalized function used in the autocorrelation function, and it is good in accuracy but not quite fast in the arithmetic speed. The computation complexity of YIN algorithm is o(n 2 ). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: A framed-based pitch (frequency) detection algorithm with less computation complexity o(nlog2n) is presented in section II. The experimental result and discussion will be shown in section III. The conclusion will be stated in section IV.
II. FRAME-BASED EXTENDED MIDI-PITCH DETECTION ALGORITHM
A new pitch (i.e. fundamental frequency) detection algorithm with computation complexity o(nlog2n) for singing waveform is proposed in this paper. Our acoustics representation is based on the ubiquitous and well-known spectrogram, which converts the singer's singing waveform into a distribution of energy over time and frequency. The original singing recordings are combined into a single (mono) channel with 44 kHz sampling rate. We apply a fast Fourier transform (FFT), using N=4096 point transforms, an N-point Hamming window, a 2048 point overlap of neighboring windows.
Let ft,j, E(ft,j) and { ft,j } denote respectively the frequency, the energy of ft,j with respect to FFT index j and the set consisting of the frequency of FFT in frame t. Then there may exist the { f t,j } in frame t such that  , where is the mth harmonic on the frequency f t,j ,  is some value in the number interval .  is introduced because using FFT to estimate the frequency is restricted by the sampling rate in the accuracy. That is, regard the frequency of the frame t estimated through FFT in the defining section as the of f t,j . Then the sum of energy of frequencies of ft,j and its harmonics can be achieved by the formula , where M is the number of f t,j 's harmonics . Therefore, the equation (1) can be used to estimate the fundamental frequency f0t of the frame t.
(1)
Wei-Ho Tsai and Hsin-Chieh Lee [11] also used the similar method, namely, using the equation (1) to estimate the fundamental frequency. Actually, the estimation result of the equation is not reliable. Sometimes the 2nd ~ 5th harmonics will be misjudged as the fundamental frequency or conversely; that is, the 2nd ~ 5th harmonics of the estimation result is the correct fundamental frequency. Besides, the pitch accuracy is not enough to achieve the identification standard that can be accepted by the singing transcription expert. We will describe details of reducing the fundamental frequency misjudgment rate and improving the estimation accuracy of the pitch below.
A. F0t Correction Model
The f0 t estimated according to the equation (1) is further corrected as F0 t based on six situations in Table 1 . Take M=6 during the experiment.
The fundamental frequency detection algorithm described in the Table 1 is the temporary experience equation obtained after the experienced singing transcription expert invited by the author observes signal frame fundamental frequency estimates in the singing signal area and changes in the energy ratio of the 2nd ~ 6th harmonics to the fundamental frequency and compares them with the subjective pitch hearing of the singing transcription expert through experiment. With the growing of the experiment data, the equation may also change. 
F0t
Experience equation
5f0t
Energy ratio of the 5th harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 10 4f0t
Energy ratio of the 4th harmonics, 3rd harmonics and 5th harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frame ≥ threshold value 10 3f0t
Situation 1: energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 3.5 and: 1) energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the 2nd harmonics or the 4th harmonics ≥ threshold value 4; or 2) energy ratio of the 5th harmonics of the current frame to the 4th harmonics ≥ threshold value 4 Situation 2: energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 3.5; and energy ratio of the 6th harmonics to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 4; and energy ratio of the 4th harmonics to the 3rd harmonics  threshold value 10; and energy ratio of the 4th harmonics to the 5th harmonics  threshold value 2; Situation 3: energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 9; and energy ratio of the 4th harmonics to the 3rd harmonics  threshold value 10; and energy ratio of the 4th harmonics to the 5th harmonics  threshold value 10; 2f0t Situation 1: threshold value 5  energy ratio of the 4th harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency  threshold value 10; and energy ratio of the 4th harmonics to the 5th harmonics ≥ threshold value 1.5; Situation 2: threshold value 6  energy ratio of the 2nd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency  threshold value 20; and energy ratio of the 2nd harmonics to the 3rd harmonics and 5th harmonics ≥ threshold value 3; Situation 3: energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency ≥ threshold value 20
1.5f0t
Threshold value 3.5  energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics of the current frame to the fundamental frequency  threshold value 9; and energy ratio of the 3rd harmonics to the 2nd harmonics≥ threshold value 3.5; and energy ratio of the 6th harmonics to the fundamental frequency  threshold value 4; f0t Otherwise
B. Signal Frame Extended MIDI Pitch Estimate Based on Variable Sampling Technology
We adopt a variable sampling technology to estimate the frame's MIDI pitch. On the one hand, it can improve the estimation accuracy (see the extended MIDI pitch in Definition 5 later for details); on the other hand, it can further reduce the probability of the harmonics misjudged as the fundamental frequency.
Judith C. Brown [7] shows us a result that changing the time duration of a signal frame can adjust the value estimated on the frequency of the signals frame through FFT. Similarly, when the sampling rate changes, the time duration of a signal frame (with same samples) changes, and the frequency of the frame estimated by FFT program will also change. For example, sampling rate of the singing signal is reduced from 44 kHz to 22 kHz, the value estimated on the fundamental frequency of the same signal frame (with same samples) through FFT is two times of the original one (namely, the pitch estimate will be improved by one octave). Generally, if the sampling rate of the singing signal is reduced by 1/K times of the original one, the estimated result of the fundamental frequency F0 of the signal frame based on Table 1 will be K times of the original one. We hope to select the appropriate K value to adjust the results of the MIDI pitch of singing signals estimated based on Table 1 and equation (1) successively. According to the equal temperament, take K=1, , , , and respectively and reduce the singing signal with 44 kHz sampling rate by 1/K times, and the results of the MIDI pitch of the singing signal estimated based on equation (1) What should be illustrated is that the estimated (frequency) pitch of the signal frame in Definition 3 will change with the change in the sampling rate. Moreover, whether the pitch of the signal frame estimated based on equations (1), (2) and Table 1 can be used to estimate the pitch of a note is still related to whether the selection of the sampling rate and frame size is appropriate. It is put forward in the constant-Q method by Judith C. Brown [7] - [8] that the sampling rate maintains certain relationship with the frequency band of the signal, which can make the estimated value of the fundamental frequency at the center of the hearing pitch frequency; otherwise, there will be certain discrepancies between the estimated pitch of the signal frame and the hearing pitch in the corresponding signal area. Therefore, we might as well stipulate the range and regard the estimated pitch of signal frames out of the stipulated range as the invalid frame of the estimated pitch. The invalid frame of the estimated pitch can be used as the basis to judge the aspirated sound area and breath area in the identification of the boundary of notes and the pitch estimation, but not as the reference value of the pitch estimation.
Definition 2 (valid estimated range, valid frame and invalid frame of the estimated pitch): Assume the MIDI pitch of the No. t frame of the singing signals with one of sampling rate described in Table 2 is the integer Pt which is estimated through the equations (1), (2) In consideration of the error possibly occurring during the rounding operation based on the equation (2), under the five sampling rates as stated in Definition 3, the results of the MIDI pitch of the singing estimated through the equations (1), (2) and Table 1 should change within the scope of no more than two semitone intervals (also 200 cents) at most. During the experiment, we take the integer section [41, 76] of the MIDI pitch as the valid estimated range of the signal frame; that is, the signal frame when the MIDI pitch name changes within the scope between F2 to E5 (three octaves) is regarded as the valid frame of the estimated pitch, or it is the invalid frame of the estimated pitch, which is basically proved by the experimental data. Of course, some situations of the harmonics being misjudged as the fundamental frequency still exist in the actual estimated result. Actually, such misjudgment also exists in the YIN algorithm and other autocorrelation-based fundamental frequency algorithms similarly, while the advantage of the estimated fundamental frequency with variable sampling rate lies in that the subtle reduction can also make imperceptible changes in the corresponding signal frame area. Through the intercomparison of five possible fundamental frequency estimated results of the signal frame under 5 sampling rates, the probability of harmonics being misjudged as the fundamental frequency can be eliminated or reduced, which makes the estimated fundamental frequency with variable sampling rate have much lower harmonics misjudgment rate than the existing YIN algorithm or other FFT-based fundamental frequency algorithms. To eliminate the probability of harmonics being misjudged as the fundamental frequency, how to realize the replacement of the harmonics pitch by the fundamental frequency pitch through seeking the approximation relation (the error is within the scope of two semitone intervals or 200 cents) between the fundamental frequency and harmonics of the signal frame under five different sampling rates is described in the following Definition 3 and Algorithm 1.
Definition 3 (harmonics relation of estimated pitch with variable sampling rate): Assume < p1(t), p2(t), p3(t), p4(t), p5(t)> as the estimated pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame of the singing signal HS1. [P1, P2] is the valid estimated range of the signal frame. Make pr(t)=min{ p1(t), p2(t), p3(t), p4(t), p5(t)}. If P1≤pr(t)≤P2 and ps(t), 1≤s(≠r)≤5 making one of the following 1) ~ 3) effective exists, we say the harmonics relation exists between ps(t) and pr(t) (or pr(t)±1 or pr(t)±2).

1) 10≤p s (t)-p r (t)≤14, namely, p s (t) is one octave higher than pr(t) (or pr(t)±1 or pr(t)±2);
2) 17≤p s (t) -p r (t)≤21, namely, p s (t) is one octave and perfect fifth higher than p r (t) (or p r (t)±1 or p r (t)±2);
3
) 22≤ps(t)-pr(t)≤26, namely, ps(t) is two octaves higher than pr(t) (or pr(t)±1 or pr(t)±2);
Note: p r (t)±1 represents the MIDI pitch semitone interval higher or lower than p r (t); p r (t)±2 represents the MIDI pitch one whole-tone interval higher or lower than pr(t). Step 1:
Classify the five MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame, to make the interval of any two pitch with variable sampling rate of the same kind within one whole-tone interval;
If four of the five MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame fall into the same class, then make the other MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate not falling into this class ±12 or ±19 or ±24, to make these five fall into the same class;
Step 2: For t = 1 ,…, N do If at least two of the five MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame fall into the same class and they and all the MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t-1 frame belong to the same class, then make the other MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate not falling into this class ±12 or ±19 or ±24, to make these five fall into the same class;
Step 3: For t = 0 ,…, N do If three of the five MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame fall into the same class, then make other MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate not falling into this class ±12 or ±19 or ±24, to make these five fall into the same class;
Step 4: For t = 0 ,…, N-1 do If only two of the five MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t frame fall into the same class and they and all the MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate of the No. t+1 frame belong to the same class, then make other MIDI pitch with variable sampling rate not falling into this class ±12 or ±19 or ±24, to make these five fall into the same class;
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Step The following discussions are involved in the more accurate estimation of the pitch of the signal frame. The symbols P--, P-, P+ and P++ shown in Figure 1 stand for four different pitch points within 100 cents (i.e. semitone) interval around the MIDI pitch P identified by a singing transcription expert based on the hearing. Assume the left and right relationship of the position of these four pitch points in the figure represents the subjective hearing judgment on the pitch of these four singing notes in a section of singing by the experienced singing transcription expert. Namely, the pitch of the left notes is low and the right is high. Five logarithmic number axes below these pitch points (logarithmic frequencies) represent the pitch estimation models for these four notes recorded according to the five different sampling rates as stated before and estimated based on the equations (1), (2) and Table 1 respectively. Their output estimated results can only be the MIDI pitch (integer), namely, P-1, P, P+1 or P+2.
Definition 5 (extended MIDI pitch): Assume the set NMIDI is an integer set constituted by all the MIDI pitch. Construct the set N + MIDI={P++|P ∈ NMIDI }{P+|P ∈ NMIDI }{ P-|P ∈ N MIDI }{ P--|P∈N MIDI }. Where, P--, P-, P+, P++ stand for 4 different pitch points within 100 cents (i.e. semitone) interval around the MIDI pitch P. P--is 25 cents lower than P-, P-is 25 cents lower than P+, P+ is 25 cents lower than P++ and P++ is 25 cents lower than (P+1)--. Call the elements in the set N + MIDI the extended MIDI pitch. In definition 5, the four extended MIDI pitch P--, P-, P+ P++ identified in the subjective hearing and located around the MIDI pitch P shown in Figure I are tried to be used to replace the traditional MIDI pitch P, with the purpose of improving the expression accuracy of the pitch. The final change result after replaced with the harmonics under the estimation models 1~5 with the MIDI pitch as the estimated result can be used to confer the extended MIDI pitch of the No. t frame of the singing signal under the estimation model 1 (namely, the sampling rate=44,000 Hz). Table III presents the relationship between the result of four pitch points after executing the five estimation models and harmonics replacement and the extended MIDI pitch as shown in Figure I . Lines 2~8 in the Table describe the extended pitch of the MIDI pitch P in seven different situations when the estimated result of estimation model 1 is the MIDI pitch P. Each unit in columns 1~5 and lines 2~8 is called matching item. Among which, Any means arbitrary matching (namely, unconstrained matching); Le(P) means only matching the MIDI pitch no more than P; Ge(P+1) means only matching the MIDI pitch no smaller than P+1; P means only matching the MIDI pitch equaling P; Ge(P+2) means only matching the MIDI pitch no smaller than P+2. If AP t ="P--" or AP t ="P--|P-" then AP t ="P-";
FIGURE I. ESTIMATION OF PITCH OF FOUR DIFFERENT PITCH POINTS LOCATED AROUND THE MIDI PITCH P UNDER FIVE PITCH MODELS
If AP t ="P--" or AP t ="P--|P-" then AP t ="P--|P++";
If AP t ="P-" or AP t ="P-|P+" then AP t ="P+";
There are two possible situations for each extended MIDI pitch in the extended MIDI pitch sequences output in algorithm 2. Generally, we uniformly denote the extended MIDI pitch of the signal frame t as P t (=x t y t |x t y' t ), among which, x t ∈N MIDI and yt, y't∈{++, +, -, --}. NMIDI is the integer set of the MIDI pitch. When y t =y' t , it means P t is the only extended MIDI pitch; otherwise, when y t ≠y' t , it means P t is the twin-candidate extended MIDI pitch. xtyt|xty't means xtyt or xty't. Figure II shows the basic workflow of estimation of the extended MIDI pitch of a singing signal frame. Among which, the estimation method of the MIDI pitch of the signal frame with variable sampling rate is as stated in Definition 3. The harmonics replacement and estimation of the extended MIDI pitch of the signal frame are respectively described in Algorithms 1 and 2. Pitch correction refers to adjusting the possible wrong results caused by the error in the rounding operation in the equation (2) .
FIGURE II. WORKFLOW OF ESTIMATION OF EXTENDED MIDI
PITCH OF THE SINGING SIGNAL FRAME
III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
A. Music Collection and Evaluation Criteria
We use test data (including 38 human singings with duration of 1154s and their ground truth files) provided by Emilio Molina [19] in http://www.atic.uma.es/ismir2014 singing/for comparison. The 38 ground truth files labeled by musicians artificially in the data can be deemed as 38 evaluation criteria of transcribed actual melodies estimated in our methods.
B. Result Comparison and Discussion
Table IV is subject to the criteria of ground truth to estimate the result of transcribed melody that is estimated by using our method. Figure III shows the result that is based on the test result of Emilio Molina [19] mixed with our approach for comparison. Where, the raw pitch accuracy is the percentage of voiced frames where the pitch estimation is correct, voicing recall is the percentage of voiced frames in the reference that classified as voiced by the algorithm, voicing false alarm is the percentage of unvoiced frames in the reference that are classified as voiced by the algorithm. [18] , GóMEZ'S TRANSCRIPTION SCHEME IN [20] AND RYYNäNEN'S APPROACH in [17] In terms of the estimation of fundamental frequency of signal frames, the raw pitch accuracy achieved by our algorithm is up to 86.35%, very close to the best result achieved by SiPTH system [19] 
IV. CONCLUSION
The approach of Monlina's SiPTH system [19] is difficult to use in many existing practical query by humming system although it achieves the best raw pitch accuracy in the experiment. It is because the YIN algorithm used in the system requires the computation complexity of n(n 2 ). By comparison, our approach becomes the best option not only because of its good raw pitch accuracy but also the less computation complexity of n(log 2 n).
